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The aim of this paper is to give a characterization of the simple group 
N,,, of order 44,352,OOO discovered by D. G. Higman and C. C. Sims [5]. 
The group Br, has an involution 7~ such that the centralizer C of v in HIW 
is an extension of a non-abelian group CO of order 64 by Ss (the symmetric 
group in 5 letters). Further, if C, is a subgroup of order 3 in C, then the 
centralizer of C, in CO is contained in the center Z(C,) of C,, . We shalf. 
prove the converse of this fact. 
THEOREM. Let G be a $nite group of even order which has the following 
properties: 
(i) G has no normal subgroup of index 2. 
(ii) G possesses an &o&ion D such that the centralizc7 H of x in G 
is an extension of a non-abetian group B of order 64 by ihe symm&ric group 
& in jke letters. Also, if P is a subgroup of order 3 in H, then the centralizer 
of P in E 6 curtained in the cmtre Z(E) of E. 
Then G is isomorphic to the Higman-Sims simple group Iis,, of order 
44,352,OOO. 
In the whole paper, G will denote a finite group satisfying the assumptions 
of our Theorem. The other notation is standard. (See [9]). 
1. SOME PROPERTIES OF II AXD THE FUSION OF INVOLUTIONS IN G. 
Since Z(E) f E, we have that a &-subgroup 1’ of 1Z = C,(z) acts 
faithfully on E. It follows that C&E) -I Z(E) and since Z(Ss) = 1, we have 
x B Z(E) and so C(E) = C#?) = Z(E). 
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Let Q be a &-subgroup of Zi. Since Q acts faithfully on E/D(E), we have 
that / D(R)] = 4 or 2. Suppose at first that 1 D(E)! = 4. If D(E) ($Z(E), 
then 1 E : C,(D(E))I = 2 and C,(Z)(E)) 1 D(E) which is not possible since 
Q acts irreducibly on E/D(E). Thus D(E) .= X(E). If 1 E’ [ = 2, then acting 
with Q on the abelian group E/E’, we get a contradiction. Hence WC have 
that D(E) - Z(E) = E’ is an elcmcntary abelian group of order 4. Also 
[S,Q] =I Z? and so by a result of Thompson ([9], Lemma 5.26), EQ is 
uniquely determined. In particular, E has only three involutions each one 
of which has precisely 20 square roots in 6 (hccause E possesses an automor- 
phism of order 3 which acts fixed-point-free on E). But C,(P) 2 (z), 
z E z(E), and so C,(Z-‘) - z(E). It follows that P must act fixed-point-free 
on the 20 square roots of z in E which is not possible. 
We have proved that I)(B) = B’ has order 2. Since B (being of order 64) 
cannot be extra-special, we have that z(E) r) E’. If a S,-subgroup Q of H 
would act faithfully on z(E)/S’, then 1 E : Z(R)1 == 2 which is not possible. 
Thus Q acts faithfully on E/z(Z?) and so / Z(E)’ =: 4. But Q centralizes 
Z(6) and so acting with Q on E/k”, we see that E possesses a Q-admissible 
subgroup .Er such that Er I) I?‘, Z$ * Z(E) := E and El n z(E) = E’. 
Obviously E; is extra-special of order 25 and so Z$ must be the central product 
of a dihedral group of order 8 and a quaternion group. Also, we have 
C,(P) = Z(E) h w ere P is a &-subgroup of ZZ. If z(E) were elementary 
abehan of order 4, then E woufd possess precisely 20 noncentral involutions, 
which contradicts the fact that C,(P) --I z(E). Thus Z(E) is cyclic of order 4. 
Also E is the central product of z(Z?) and [E, P] which is the central product 
of two quaternion groups. It follows that H’ 3 E and so j I-I : Ii’ 1 =: 2 and 
ZZ’/E ct! A, , the alternating group in 5 letters. We have proved the following 
result: 
LEMMA 1. The group B possesses precisely 30 noncentral involutions and 
precisely 30 noncentral elements of order 4. If P is a &-subgroup of H, then 
E is the centrat product of [I?, PJ and C,(P) = z(Z?), where Z(E) is cyclic 
of order 4 and [I?, P] is the central product of two q~t~n~on groups Z?l and E, . 
Zf Q is a ~~~-sub~~p of H, then E is the central product of [E, Q] and 
C,(Q) = .7(E), where [E, QJ is the central product of a dihedral group of 
order 8 and a quaternion group. We have H’ 3 R and so i H : H’ / = 2, 
ZZ’/E tzl A, (the alternating group in 5 2etters). Zf T is a S,-subgroup of H, 
then T is S,-subgroup of G because Z(T) C Z(E) and X((E) is cyclic. We have 
Z(H’) = Z(E) and so Z(E) 4 ZZ. 
Let f be a noncentral involution in B. Then 15 1 1 ZZ : CH(t)l and 
1 E : CE(l)l - 2. Thus all noncentral involutions in K lie in a single conjugate 
class in II. Let v be a noncentral element of order 4 in E. Then 1 H : CR(w)/ 
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is divisible by 15 and 1 E : G’,(U); = 2. Thus all noncentral elements of 
order 4 in B lie in a single conjugate class in H. 
LEMKI 2. All noncentral involutions of E lie in a single conjugate class in II. 
If t is a noncentral involution in E, then Cjl(t)/CE(t) -r3-1 D, , ahe-re D, is a 
dihedral group of order 8, and C,(t) = (t) x L, where L is the central product 
of a quaterniwn group and Z(E). All noncentral elements of order 4 in E lie 
in a single conjugate class in II. If v is a non-central element of order 4 in I<, 
thez C;,(c)/C,(v) !z D, and C,(v) is the central product of (v>, Z(E) and 
a quate92ion group. 
Suppose that x1 is an involution in H’ \ E. Then (since all involutions 
in H’i’E lie in a single conjugate class in H’,/E) there exists a subgroup K 
of Ii’ such that K XI E, x, E K and K/E is non-abelian of order 6. Since 
x1 + O?(K), by a result of Suzuki ([?I], Corollary 1), x1 inverts a subgroup P, 
of K of order 3. Hence x1 is conjugate in 1f to an involution x which inverts P. 
Thus an S,-subgroup of N,,(P) is abelian of type (4, 2). Also, .x normalizes 
[I:‘, P] and P . (z) acts faithfully on [E, P] which is the central product of 
its unique quaternion subgroups El and l$. Suppose that El2 =-= I& . Then 
C(x) n [E, P] is an elementary abclian group of order 8. On the other hand, 
x inverts a subgroup Qr of order 5 of H’. Hence Qr . (x) is represented 
faithfully on [I?, Qr] which is the central product of a dihedral group of 
order S and a quaternion group. Since C(x) n [E, Or] contains a four-group, 
it follows by a result of ‘l’hompson ([9], Lemma 5.29) that C(x) n [B, &] 
is a four-group. This is a contradiction. Thus Er2 = E, , Ezr =-: Es and 
C(r) n [E, P] is a four-group. Thus C,(x) is abelian of type (4,2) (containing 
Z(E)). A computation shows that the coset Ex contains precisely 8 involutions 
and so C,(x)/C,(x) N D, where II, is a dihedral group of order S. Also 
x is conjugate to xx since I?, . (x) is a semi-dihedral group of order 16. 
Hence, if there are involutions in II’ \ B, then II’ \ E contains precisely 
one conjugate class of involutions in TI. Also a &-subgroup of X&) is 
abelian of type (4,2). 
Suppose now that C(Z(E)) == II. Since G has no subgroup of index 2, 
it follows that G is not 2-normal. Thus there exists an clement y c- G such 
that (Z(E))” c 11 and (Z(E))q .# Z(F). (Xote that in this cast Z(E) =-:: Z(T) 
for a &subgroup T of H, and hence of G, and that :V(Z(T)) = H). Since 
y $ ii, it follows that (Z(E))y n Z(E) = 1. Since Q,(Z(E)u) C Ii’, it follows 
that z must be conjugate in G to an involution x in ii’ \ E or to an involution t 
in E\(z). Suppose z~x. We know that CH(x)/C,(x) rv D, and C,(x) is 
abelian of type (4, 2) containing Z(E). Thus Z(C,(r)) = (x) x Z(E) or 
Z(C,(x)) :-= (x) x C,(x). In any case, a’(Z(C,(x))) = (z), a contradiction. 
Suppose that z t. Then C;I(t):CE(t) N D, and 
Z(&(t)) := (t) x Z(E) c z(c,{(t)). 
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In any case Z(CH(l)) c H’. Assume that Z(CH(t)) 2 Z(&(t)). Take 
I E Z(C,(i)) \ Z(CE(t)). Let M be a subgroup of Ii’ such that M 3 E, 
I E 112 and M/E is non-abelian of order 6. Let Pr be a S,-subgroup of ill 
and take an element u f 1 in Pi. Then ! C,(l)1 = 25 and j C,(P)/ y= 25, 
and so 1 C,((Z, P))I > 2”. But by the choice of u, (I, 1”) is not a 2-group and so 
a &subgroup Pz of (1, I”) is of order 3 and 1 C,(P,)I 3 24, a contradiction. 
Thus Z(C,(t)) == (t) x Z(E) and so ~‘(Z(C,(t))) = (z), a contradiction. 
We have proved that C(Z(E)) = 11’. Suppose now that there are no 
involutions in II’ \ E. Then a &-subgroup S, of V&Q!> is cyclic of order 8. 
Let S be a &-subgroup of N,(Q) containing S, . Then S/Z(E) is cyclic of 
order 4 and S is non-abelian. Since there are no involutions in S \ (a) \ , 
it follows that S is a generalized quaternion group of order 16. But then 
S’ = Z(E) (since S is a 2-group of maximal class) and S/S’ is cyclic which 
is not possible. Hence there are involutions in H’ \ B. We have proved 
the following result: 
LEMVA 3. We have C(Z(E)) : = H’ and so if T is a &-subgroup of H 
(and hence of G), then Z(T) = (z). Th ere are involutions in F-I’ \ E and they 
lie in a single conjugate class in H. If x is an involutions in H’ \ E, then C,(x) 
is un abelian group of type (4,2) (containing Z(E)) and C,(x)(C,(x) N D, 
(where D, is a dihedral group of order 8). Also x inverts a &-subgroup P of H’ 
(and a S,-subgroup Q of H’) and P . (x) acts faithfully on [E, P] which is 
the central product of its two unique quaternion groups El and E, (also Q * (x) 
acts faithfully on [E, Q]); and Eix = Ei , i = 1, 2, El(x) N Es(x) is 
semidihedral of order 16. Let y be any 2-element in H’ \ E. Then 1 C,(y)! < 24. 
Suppose that there are no involutions in H \ Ii’. Suppose in addition 
that z is not conjugate in G to t E E \ (z). Since G has no subgroup of 
index 2, G cannot be 2-normal. Thus x is conjugate in G to an involution 
x E H’ \ E and G has precisely two conjugate classes of involutions with 
the representatives xcx and t. Let V be a 2-subgroup of Co(x) containing 
C,(x) as a subgroup of index 2. Let y E V \ C,(x). Then X E C,(x) \ E 
and CE(x) = (t> x Z(E). But {t, tz}y == {t, tz} and so z7~ = z, a contradic- 
tion. It follows that z must be conjugate in G to t E E \ (z). Then 
CE(t) = (t) x L, where L is the central product of a quaternion group and 
Z(E) and so CE(t) is generated by its involutions. We have Cll(t),CE(t) N DB 
and put X = C,(t). Then Y = l?,(C,(t)) _C X. Let T* be a &-subgroup of 
G containing C,(t) and let a E T* \ CH(t). Since (z) = (CE(t))‘, CE(t) is 
not (a)-admissible. Thus YT) CE(t) and Y C X. There is no clement in 
Y\ B which centralizes CE(t) and so Z(Y) = (t) x Z(E). This is a 
contradiction, since (z) = @(Z(&(C,(t)))). Hence we have proved the 
following result: 
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LEMMA 4. There are involutions in H\ H’. 
Let 7 be an involution in II \ H’. All the involutions in Ss \ A5 lie in 
a single conjugate class in S, and every such involution acts invertingly 
on a subgroup of order 3 in A, . Hence every involution in I$ \ Ii’ is 
conjugate in 11 to an involution 7 which acts invcrtingly on I’. Thus P * (7) 
is represented faithfully on [E, P] and 7 inverts Z(E). Hence, in any case 
CE(7) is elementary abelian of order 8. \I’e have proved: 
LEMM.\ 5. Let P be a S,-subgroup of 1.1. Then every involution in If\ If’ 
is conjugate in FI to an involution 7 which inverts P and C,(T) is elementary 
abelian of order 8. 
Let 7 be any involution in H \ H’ which acts invertingly on P. Thus 
T normalizes [E, P] which is the central product of two quaternion groups 
E, and E, and also, we have either E,l = Ei , fiZr = E, or Bir = B, , 
and 7 inverts Z(E). WC count the number of involutions in the coset ET and 
find that in any case, there are precisely 16 of them. Since NH(E. (T))/E 
is a dihedral group of order 12 and 1 Cz(7)) = 8, it follows that 3 i I C,{(T). 
In particular, C,(P) = P x D, where D 3 Z(E), D $ II’ and D is a dihedral 
group of order 8. Let S be a S,-subgroup of iv,(P) which contains 7. Then 
S~D,IS:D!--~~~~~E(S\D)\H’.A~~~,S~-S~~’--Z(E)~((X~. 
Put Z(E) = (I). We have either xr :_ x or ST = xx. In the second case 
however (xI)T = .x;Z--~ =: xl. Hence, in any case we have i C,(T)/C~(T): = 22 * 3. 
XOW, any involution in I-i\ E-l’ is conjugate in H to an involution in the 
coset Er and two involutions in ET are conjugate in If if and only if they 
are conjugate in IV&E * (T)). Further, C,.JT)(C :vH(E . (T)) covers 
-vl,(E. (T))!‘E, C,(r)i = 8 and there are precisely 16 involutions in ET. 
Hence, it follows that 11 possesses precisely two conjugate classes of 
involutions which are contained in H’\ H’. 
Suppose now that x7 2: XZ. Then Z(E) . (XT) is a quaternion group, 
%(I:‘) . (x) is abelian of type (4,2) and Z(E) . (T) is dihedral of order 8. 
Since D # Z(E) . (T), we have a contradiction. Hence we have x7 = x and 
so (.x, T) is a four-group and S -2: D X (x). It follows that T r7Lrr 71 and so 
and ~1 are the representatives of the two conjugate classes of involutions 
ln H \ 11’. Suppose that the four-group (x, T) (which normalizes [E, P]) 
normalizes B, . On the other hand E, * (x) is semidihedral of order 16 and so 
C(E,) n Ei . (x) -= (z). It follows that C(EJ n El . ix, T> $ E1 . (,x) = 
H’ n El - (x, T) and so there is an involution in EI \ 13’ which centralizes 
an element of order 4 in E, , a contradiction. Thus El7 --_ E, , E,“’ = E, 
and similarlv P 2 '1 = E2, Ep = I& and so Cs(7) = CIEVP1(~). Let a be an 
involution in D \ Z(E). Then WC can take a and al to be the representatives of 
the conjugate classes of involutions in Ei \ H’. Also C,(a) = C,(a) . (a, x) * I-‘, 
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where C,(a) is elementary abelian of order 8, (a, x) is a four-group and x 
inverts P, C,(u) n (a, x> P == 1. We have [CE(u), P] = (tI , t2) is a four- 
group, (tI , t, , z) = C,(a). Since Pacts faithfully on (tr , ta) and x inverts P, it 
follows that (tr , ts) . (x) N Us, (tr , t,, x)’ = (Q. Also (tr , ts) * (x) * PN 
S, (the symmetric group in 4 letters) and C,(u) = (a, z) x U with 
u = (tl , Q(X) 1’ N s, . By a transfer theorem of Thompson ([o], 
Lemma 5.38), every involution in I-I \ H’ . 1s conjugate in G to an involution 
in Ii’. Let s = (a, z) x (tl , t, , x). Then s is an &-subgroup of C,(a). 
Hence s is not a &-subgroup of Co(u). Since s’ = (tl), which is charac- 
teristic in J’, it follows that Co(t,) c H. Also (a, x, tl) = Z(S) char S. Let 
V be a 2-subgroup of Co(u) containing s as a subgroup of index 2 and 
let b E V \ s. Then bz ;f z and C(b) n Z(s) =-_ (a, tJ. Then b acts fixed- 
point-fret on {z, zt, , us, uxt,}. IVote that a is conjugate in E(a) to any 
involution ah with h E C,(u). Thus a N at, m uxt, N az in H. Suppose 
zb f zt, . Then 9 E {us, uzt,} and (zt,jb E {us, uzt,}, and so in any case, 
z is conjugate in G to an involution in B \ (x). 
Suppose that no involution in E is conjugate in G to any involution in 
H \ H’. Let 1’* be a &subgroup of Co(t) containing CH(t) and choose 
an element c E I’” \ C,(t). Since CE(t) is generated by its involutions and 
CE(t) is not (c)-admissible (since (CE(t))’ = (z)), it follows that xctcx for 
some involution x E C&t) \ E. But a and al are conjugate in 11 to some 
involutions in H’ and so z(G) = 1 (i.e. G has precisely one class of involu- 
tions), a contradiction. We have proved the following result: 
LSMVA 6. There are precisely two conjugate classes of involutions in H 
which are contained in H \ II’ with the representatives a E H \ H’ and al, 
uhere Z(E) = (1) and C,(P) = P x D, zLhere D =: (1, u) is a dihedral 
group of order 8 and P is a S,-subgroup of H. There is an involution x E H’ \ E 
which inverts P and centrulizes a and al. Also C,(u) = C,(ul) is elementary 
ubeliun of order 8 and put [CE(u), P] = (tI , tz), where C,(u) = (tI , t, , z). 
Then C,(u) -= (a, z) x U and C,(ul) = (al, z) x U, where 
u = (2, , tz> - (x) - P 1L s, 
(the symmetric group in 4 letters). Fvery involution in H \ H’ is conjugate 
in II to an involution 7 which inverts P and EL7 = Ez where [E, P] is the central 
product of its quuternion subgroups RI and Ez and so C,(T) = CcE,P3(~). Thus 
7 is conjugate in H to any involution Th with h E C,(T) but 7 +a ~1. The 
involutions z and t E E \ (z) are conjugate in G und both a and al are conjugute 
in G to some involutions in H’. A S,-subgroup S of N,,(P) is a direct product 
of D(C C,(P)) and (x), where x is an involution in H’. Finally, a &-subgroup 
of Co(u) (of Co(u1)) is not a &-subgroup of C,(u) (of CG(ul)). Also, zce may 
assnme that a is conjugate to z in G. 
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Let t be an involution in E \ (2). Let m-r bc an element of order 3 which 
normalizes C,(t) and maps the involution al into an involution x in C,(t) \ E, 
where a is an involution in C,(t) \ C,(t) such that av-i E C,(l), z?i :--= t, 
(t, z) = Z(C,(t)) and (1) = Z(E). We have C,(x) = (t> x (I) and so 
C,(x) c C,(t). But ; C(d) n C,(t)1 < 25 and so C,(x) $ CH(t). In particular 
t $Z(C,(x)) and so Z(CJs)) -= (z) i< (x). \Ve have proved the following 
result: 
IXMMA 7. Let x be an involution in H’ \ E. Then the center of CH(x) is 
equal to (x, z> zvhich is an elementary abelian group of order 4. 
Let x be an involution in II’ ‘1 E which centralizes an involution t in 
E \ (z), where C,(x) .:= (t) >< (1) with (I) = Z(B). (See Lemma 6). sow 
assume that X = C,(x) is not self-normalizing in C,(x). \Ve have by 
Lemma 7 that Z(C,(x)) = (x, z>. If N(X) n C,(x)iX is not a 2-group, 
then C,((x, z)) f X, a contradiction. Hence \ N(X) n C’Jx)jX 1 = 2 and 
so NJX)/X ‘v D, , where D, is a dihedral group of order 6. Let (p) :-= P, 
bc a S,-subgroup of Arc(X) which acts fixed-point-free on (z, .rJ, and 
assume that zp == x. Put 1” = 1, since I2 = z, we have I2 -: .T and so 
1~ X \ C,,(x). We have ! C,(l)\ y 2j and C,,,(i), < 4. But C,(I) dots 
not cover X/X n E (since X/X n E v Ds) and so ! C,(l)1 < 2’, a contradic- 
tion. Hence, the grozlp X -= C,(x) is self-normalizing in C,(x). In particular, 
x is not conjugate in G to z. 
We now exploit the fact that qt, where t is an involution in E 1, (2). 
Put Y = C,(t). Clearly, Z(Y) C Y, = CI,,(t) since Y; Y n E N D, . Since 
no element in Y, \ E could centralize CE(t) because i CE(t)l =- 2” (see 
Lemma 3), it follows that Z(Y) = (z, t). Also, C,(t) is the direct product 
of (t) with the central product of a quatcrnion group and Z(E) = (I). 
Hence there is an element (T of order 3 which normalizes Y and acts fixed- 
point-free on (z, t) and we may assume z” 2: t,-, (tz)” = t. Since C,(t) is 
generated by its involutions and (C,(t))’ = (z), it follows that C,(l) is not 
o-admissible. But no involution in C,(t) can be mapped under D into an 
involution in Y, \ E, and so there is an involution u E Y 1, Yi such that 
for some involution t, E C,(t) \ (t, z), we have tlu = a. Hcncc we have 
p- = t, and F-’ = t. Since Z2 = z, WC have (lo-l)” = t. Since 1 C,(1): = 27, 
we must have ! C,(F’)! -= 27. Suppose 10~’ E Y \ Y, . Then, since 
( C~,~t,(Zo-‘)! :< 2i and C,(ZU“) does not cover Y/Y n E z I&, we have 
1 C,(F’)i < 2”, a contradiction. Hence F1 E Y, \ E. Since au-I = t, E C,(t), 
we must have (al>“-’ E YI \ R. We have proved the followi?e result of the 
fusion of involutions: 
LEMMA 8. The involution z is not conjugate in G to any involution 
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x E II’ \ B. Let t he an involution in E \ (z) and let a be an involution in 
H \ II’ which is conjugate in G to z. Then we have the following fusion in G 
of the involutions in H: 
z-t-a and x - al. 
(llence, G has precisely tw’o conjugate classes of involutions u?ith representatives 
z and x). Also, C,(x) is self-normalizing in Co(x) and so in particular C,(x) 
is an S,-subgroup of C,(x). Hozxver, since xcal, we have 3 , 1 Co(x)1 and so 
C,(x) # Co(x) and Co-( x contains a subgroup which is isomorphic to Cu(a1). ) 
2. THE CEIYTRALIZER OF AN IXVOLUTION NOT CONJUGATE TO x IN G. 
Throughout this section, we shall used the following notation: x will 
denote a fixed involution in Ii’ \ E, Z(E) = (l), C,(x) --: (1, t), where t is 
an involution in E \ (z), and a will denote an involution in 11 \ H’ which 
centralizes the four-group (x, t) and is conjugate in G to z. 
By Lemma 8, we have the following fusion in G: l2 = x N t y a and 
x h al. Our aim in this section is to determine the structure of C,(x). 
But we shall first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 9. We have 02(Co(x)) = 1 and also, Co(x) has no proper normal 
subgroup with odd index. 
k’roqf. Suppose the maximal normal odd order subgroup O,(CJx)) of 
C,(x) is nontrivial. Let M := O,(C,(x)) and X = C,,(x). ?;otc that x acts 
fixed-point-free on M and so M is abelian. Since azaz, it follows that 
iM -: CM(a) x C,(a.z) and C,M(a) N C,(az). Thus M is either elementary 
abelian of order 9 or 25. Act on M’with the elementary abelian group (t, z, a) 
of order 8 and realize that C,(a) is (t, x, a)-admissible. Hence a four-group 
in (t, x, a) centralizes C,(a) and so 1 C,(a)1 :-= 3 and M is elementary 
abelian of order 9. But (t, z, a) must act faithfully on M which is not possible 
since GL(2, 3) has no elementary abclian subgroups of order 8. Hence 
O,(C,(x)) : 1. Now suppose that C’,(x) has a normal subgroup N with 
odd index f I. Then X = C,(x) C N. By a Frattini argument X is not 
self-normalizing in C,(x). This contradicts Lemma 8. The lemma is proved. 
Now let X = C,(r) and Y = C,(x). Since z $Z(Y), it follows by a 
result of Glauberman [3] that z is conjugate in Y to an involution z’ :# z 
where x’ E X = C,(x). Let X, = X n E. If z’ E X2 , then Cx(z’) = 
(t, Z, x, a) = (t, x) x (I, a) and so (z) = (Cx(x’))‘, a contradiction. Hence 
z is conjugate in Y to an involution x’ E Y \ H’. Suppose tz’ = tz. Since 
P = Zz, we have (tZ>“’ = tl and so Cx(z’) = (z’) x (21) x (x) and again 
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(x) char C,(Z’), a contradiction. Thus x’ centralizes t and so we may assume 
Z’ = a and C,(a) =: (a) x (t, x, x) is elementary abelian of order 16. 
Let X1 := X n II’ and take an element y E X, \ X, * (x). Since X,/X, 
is a four-group, we have y’ E X, and so y* = tzlfi. Suppose at first that 
a := 1. Then y-‘tPy =: tP and so y--‘tyP =- tP, y-.lty = t and so t E Z(X), 
a contradiction. Thus y” = Is. If /3 is odd, then working in H’/(l), we realize 
that y normalizes a &-subgroup of H’, a contradiction. Thus y* E (z> 
and so X,jiz) is elementary abelian. Since ty -= tz, it follows that 
Xi’ = (z) = D(X,). If y* = Z, then (yt)” = ytyt z= y-‘tytz -_ tztz = 1, 
and so yt is an involution. Hence we may assume that y is an involution 
which of course centralizes x and so (x,y) is a four-group. Thus Xi splits 
over X2 . 
Let us determine ya. We have ya = yxo with u = PP. 1Ve must have 
(yxt”P)* := 1 and so ytytaxe = 1. But yty = tz and so ,sy~s = 1. Hence 
cz + /? must be even. Hence ya = yxt9 with cz T /3 aen. Suppose at jirst 
that p _- 28’ is even, Then y” = yxze’ and so l-y, a] = x,9’. It follows that 
X’ := (x, z). Hence the elementary abelian group C,(a) = (u, x, Z, t) of 
order 16 is normal in X and X/C’,(a) is a four-group. Let A be any elementary 
abelian subgroup of order 16 in X. Then A n X2 -1 (t, a) and so x E A 
(because otherwise X would have elementary abelian subgroups of order 32 
which is obviously not the case). But then A is normal in X and X/A is a 
four-group. Let L ::= C,(a). It follows that C,(L) = L, X/L is a A’,-subgroup 
of N,(L)!L, X/L is a four-group and XjL is self-normalizing in ?i,(L):L. 
But N(L) n Cr(a)/L is also a four-group (because “pa) and so N&),/I, 
contains two disjoint &-subgroups. On the other hand N,(L)/L has a normal 
2-complement M/L which acts faithfully on L, and so &‘!L is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of A, . Since x E Z(M), it follows that j ~l/rZ. i < 7. But then 
N,(L);IL cannot possess two disjoint subgroups of order 4, a contradiction. 
Hence we have proved that /3 is odd and so ya I= yxtP with /3 odd. If fl = - 1, 
then we replace t by tz and so we may assume that the group X = C,(x) 
is uniquely determined. We have proved the following result: 
LENMA 10. The group X = C,(x) is determined uniquely by 
x =- (t, I, x, y, a 1 t” = 1,P = Z, 22 = 1, x* := I, ya = 1, 
a* = 1, [t, 13 = [t, x] = [t, u] = 1, t” := tz, 
[x, I] =: [x, y] = [x, a] = 1, [I, y] = 1, z= := I-‘, ya = yrtE). 
Here, y is an involution in H’ \ E . (x). Also, z is conjugate in Y -:_ C~X) 
to a. We have X’ := (xtl) where (xtZ)* = u” and so no elementary abelian 
subgroup A of order 16 in X is normal in X. Also D(X) = X’, X = (xj x V, 
where V is the holomorph of a cyclic group of order 8. 
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Again, let X = CH(y), Y == C,(x), X1 = X n N and X, = X n IT. 
From Lemma 10, we have X T= (x) x (t/x, t, y, a). IIence, it follows 
from a result of Gaschiitz [2] that 1’ splits over (3). Let Y = (x) x Yi . 
Then, by Lemma 9 it follows that Y, has no nontrivial odd order normal 
subgroups and no nontrivial odd order factor-groups. We want to determine 
Y1 n X. Obviously 1 k; n X [ = 32 and Y, n X > (tfx) since (tZx) = X’. 
Since apz and ailas, it follows that a E Y1 n X. Now let U = Y1 n X. 
Then c’ clearly intersects X, in a subgroup of order 3 4. But (tl)=’ q! U, 
since otherwise x E U, and so tds E U zchere 01 + (3 is odd. The remaining 
clement in U is yu with 0 c; (t, 1, x). We have U’ = (tlx) and Z(U) = (z). 
We see that ti/ U’ is elementary abelian of order 8 and so 0” =L D(U) and 
Z(V) = (a). Now we compute that (uya)” = uyaayc -= ytlxo-lyu = 
tzxu -1uxi =: ( I ) t x *I, and so U has a normal cyclic subgroup (uyu) of order 8 
which (as a computation shows) is self-centralizing in Yr . 
By a result of Fong [I], Y, must have a normal subgroup YZ of index 2. 
Again, Ys I {tlx) and since a N z h as in Yr , it follows that a E Y, . 
Again, since Y = X * Ya , x and a are fused in Y, and in fact, we have 
a-z-ax in YZ. 
We have the following three possibilities for YZ n U : U, : 
(i) 0; = (tlx, a, ya); 
(ii) Vi = (tlx, a, yu’) where u’ E (t, I, x), and; 
(iii) (;; = (tlx, a, W’) where t”PE U and (Y + /I is odd. 
In Cases (i) and (ii), U, is dihedral or semidihedral of order 16. (Since 
(ayu)2 --_ (t/x)‘1 and (ayu)” = (ayg)l+-Q = (ayu)l+*(L1+2j) z (ayo)(gyu)i2 = 
(uyu)*rj2). In Case (iii), Ui is the direct product of a group f (a) of order 2 
(contained in (t”F’, tlx)) and the dihedral group (a, tlx). 
Sow suppose that Y2 has no subgroup of index 2. We know that 
C,(a) = u, . If Ur is scmidihedral, then by a result of Wong ([lo], 
Theorem 2) we have a contradiction. If Ui is dihedral, then by a result 
of Gorcnstein and \Valter [4l, we have that Yz Y L,(17). However, 
Z(U) : (z) and so Cy,( Y2) = 1 and so Yr ‘v PGL(2, 17). Hence, the group 
U ::= X n Y, must be dihedral of order 32. However U’ 1 = 4 and this 
gives a contradiction. In Case (iii) for Ui , the three involutions in Z(UJ 
must lie in three distinct conjugate classes in Ys since C’, is self-normalizing 
in Y2. But by a transfer theorem of Thompson ([9], Lemma 5.38), every 
involution in E1 \ (a, tlx) is conjugate in Ya to an involution in (a, tlx), 
and since a y z N az in YZ, we have a contradiction. 
Hence, we have shown that Ya must have a subgroup of index 2, say Ya . 
Put U, --; Yz3 n CT, . Then a and z are elements of U, and since Y = X . Ya , 
we have that a and z are fused in Ya . 
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?\Tow suppose that I’, has a subgroup of index 2, say Y4. Since Ye has 
no normal odd-order subgroup # 1, it follows that Y4 has precisely one 
conjugate class of involutions. But <a, z> C Y, , and so one of the involutions 
a, x or a2 must lie in Y4 . Since a, z and az lie in a single conjugate class 
in Y, it follows that if z0 is any involution in Y,$ , then C,(z,) is a four-group. 
Hence by a result of Suzuki [7], Y4 2: I-I, or Y, N --I5 . If Y4 izz A5 , then 
Y,, is normal in Y. Let PI be a &-subgroup of 1; . Then by the Frattini 
lemma, Vy(Pz) covers Y/Y4, and 1 A’,(P,)! = 6. Hence a &-subgroup of 
Xr(P,) is of order 25. On the other hand, PI is conjugate in G to Y, where 
P is a &-subgroup of If and it is easy to see from Lemma 6 that a Se-subgroup 
of N,(P) has order 24. This shows that Y4 ‘v A,. We know that the 
involutions in Y, are conjugate in G to a. Let P, be a &-subgroup of Y4 , 
Then :V,,(P,) == I’, and a &-subgroup S, of NY1(PI) is dihedral of order 8. 
Hence Y splits over Y4 and Y = Y, * S, where 5’ =: (x) x S, , S, lztl D, , 
Y, a Y and Ye n 5’ - 1. Since S, normalizes P, ) we have 1 C,(P,)i = 8 
and so C,(P,) = (x) x C,,(P,) which is abelian of order 8. This gives a 
contradiction since a $-subgroup of C,(P) is dihedral of order 8. 
We have proved that Y* has no normal subgroup of index 2. Then 
Y, char Ya and so Ys <I Y, . It follows that U, Q Ll, where U = X n Y, 
and tit ‘- Y3 n U. Hence, Us 3 (I/X) = U’. CIearly, the involution a lies 
in Ua, since a and z are fused in Yt . So Ue = <L/X, a} which is a dihedral 
group of order 8. Also, C,(z) = U, and so by a result of Gorenstein and 
Walter [4], YJ 21 L,(7) or Ya = L,(9). 
iXow assume Crl( Yi3) -# 1. Since Z(U) = (z), it follows that 1 C,*( YJ = 2. 
Put Cr,( Y-J = ix’). Obviously, s’ is conjugate in G to s. But Z(X) = (x, z) 
and so s’ 6 Z(Y). Thus C,(X’) g Y and since I‘:, u CG(x’), it follows that 
!Vc( )‘a) I) I-. Certainly Z(Y) = (x) char Y and so I’ must be self-nor- 
malizing in jV( Y:,) and so in particular, X is self-normalizing in X(Y,). 
Hence X is a &-subgroup of nr( Ya). Hence j X( Y,} : 1. j + 1 is odd. But 
.V(U,) n it’( Ys) covers N( Y&B, and so ] -&‘(I-;,) : 1. ; = 3. Hence a group P 
of order 3 (contained in X(I’J and P n Y = I) centralizes LTz. But, ail 
involutions in U, are conjugate to z in G and this contradicts the structure 
of If (since C,(P) contains involutions which are conjugate in G to z and 
also those which are conjugate in G to s). 
Hence we have proved that C( Y,J n Y’r .= I, and so I:, Y L,(9). Hence 
Cc(.v) L=. <:.u> x Y, , where I’, rr/ Aut(La(9)). WC may take I; N PGL(2, 9) 
and so I,‘, = Yz n X is dihedral of order 16. We have C/r - (a, uya), 
where n 5 (t, I, x). Since U,’ = (tlx), we have th E Uz = Y, n C’, and so 
I/, = (tlx, a>. Also, WC must have (ayu)” = (~yu)-l. We have (ayo)a = 
q&a-1 = (a-yu) &o-~. Now (I = tiPnk and so (ayo)2 = (ayea)yu = yxth-Iy’o, 
y0y l_- t~&?.r~ = uzi, o-lyu = pi, (aycr)2 = yxtly2 = xtzL9 -= (xtl) S&l. 
Hence .utl = (ayo)2 ziii and so we have (aycr)Q = (~y5)(ayu)2 zi kG-2 = 
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3 (~97)” ,&+lP = (UYU) z i+j+l-. Now (ayu)* = (~11)~ -= z. Hence, we have 
(ayff)o = (aye)” (ay~)*(i+j+l) = (dyu)3”(++l) = (uy~)-~. Hence we have 
proved that i + j -/- 1 is odd and so i 4-j is even. 
Since a . ayo = yo, it follows that all the involutions in UI \ lY2 are conjugate 
to x in G. We want to determine the structure of c1 = (a, ayu’), where 
CJ’ = utV, and a: + /3 is odd. Also, d = tilhk and so CT’ = taYiP+jxk. Since 
(a + i) -I- (is +A is odd, w-e have that (a, ayu’> is a semi-dihedral group 
of order I6 and so there are no involutions in u1 \ U, . Finally, 
c1 = (a, tlx, t+) is the direct product of a group of order 2 and a dihedral 
group of order 8. If 0, = (ix) x us, then we consider the group 
yl = Y, - (ya, t}. We have Y = C,(x) = (z) x Fi, Y, = Y, + (yu) cz 
PGL(2,9), l7i = (a, ayet> is semi-dihedral of order 16 and c1 = (t) x U, . 
Hence, we may assume that all the involutions in o1 \ lJ2 are conjugate 
in G to z. We have proved the following result: 
LEMMA 11. Let x be an involution in H’ \ E. Then Co(x) = (x) x A, 
where A is isomorphic to the automorphism group of A, (the alternating group 
in 6 letters). Let B be the normal subgroup of A isomorphic to A, . Then the 
involutions in B are conjugate in G to z. Also A/B is a four-group and let 
A, , A, and A, be the three subgroups of A strictly between A and B, such that 
A, -?L PGL(2,9) and A2 N Se (the ~rn~netr~~ group in 6 letters). Then a 
Se-subgroup of A, is dihedral of order 16 and all the invozutions in A, \ B 
are conjugate in G to x. IjyI is an involution in A, \ B, then C,(yJ is a dihedral 
group of order IO. We may assume that all the involutions in A, \ 3 are 
conjugate in G to z. If y2 is an involution in A, \ B, then CA2(y2) is a direct 
product of a group of order 2 and the symmetric group S, in 4 letters. Finally, 
a &-subgroup of A, is semi-dihedral of order 16 and so there are no involutions 
in A, \ B. 
3. THE SIMPLICITY OF G 
I.,EMMA 12. The group G is simple, 
Proof. Assume that O,‘(G) # 1. Let t be an involution in E \ <z>. 
Then.the involutions z, t and tz lie in a single conjugate class. Now acting 
on O,(G) with the four-group <z, t) we get a contradiction since O,(H) = 1. 
Now suppose that G has a proper normal subgroup M. Then M has even 
order. Let T = (I?, x, y, a), where x, y and a are the involutions defined 
in Lemma 10. Then T is a S,-subgroup of G, and since Z(T) = (z), we 
must have z E M. We also know that the group E is generated by its involu- 
tions and since all involutions in E are conjugate in G to z, we have EC M. 
Also, a EM since a is conjugate in G to z. By Lemma 8, the involutions 
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x and y are conjugate in G to al. Since aE E M, we have T C M. By a Frattini 
lemma, N,(T) covers G/M which is not possible as iv,(T) = T. Hence 
the group G is simple. 
Let x be an involution in H’ \ A’. Then by Lemma IO, the structure 
of C,(x) is uniquely determined. Let C,(x) = (I, t, x, y, a} where I, 1, x,y 
and a are as defined in Lemma IO. We also have by Lemma 6 that 
c;;i(a) = (a, x> x U, where U = (t, tz) * P - (x), GE(a) = (8, t, iz>, P is 
a S:,-subgroup of H and U N S, . 
Let T = (E, x, y, a). Then T is a A‘,-subgroup of H (and hence of G). 
We shall now determine the action of the involutions x, y and a on E. We 
know that [E, P] is the central product of its two unique quaternion groups 
E, and .!$a . We also have A!$” = .I$ for i = 1,2 and Era I- A’a . Now Let 
El = (a1 ) Lx3 1 asI2 = oL32 = x and cY;l*gal = ayl>. 
Since P * (Y) acts f~thfully on Er , we can assume that 
-1 
Let 
Lyrx = oE1 and x&X = rip3 .I 
o$a = a;, and a4a = cr4. 1 
Then & = (cy- , CQ> and from (2), we have 
PI 
a2” = Q and a4x = C+X~ . (31 
Hence, the actions of x and a on E = (1, cur, 01~) cya , a*> are determined 
uniqueiy by (2) and (3). We shall now determine the action of the involutiony 
on L?. We have by Lemma 10 that (CY&?J = crl~. Since [x, y] = 1, an 
easy computation now shows that 01rY = (Ye or ‘Y~Y = 6%. ff aIY - (Y;‘, 
then a2* I- 01~ . Hence, by relabeliing cz, and o~z if necessary, we can assume 
that 
81. y zz a1 and %Y ;;= g_l (41 
A further computation shows that %Y = cxrcxgxzl or clay = arlot,@l. Hence 
replacing E by I-1 if necessary we can assume that 
agy = ww4~ (5) 
From (2), we have C,(x) = (1, olcyz>. Hence, we can take t = aIcy2. Then 
by Lemma 10, we have 
[x, Y] = lx, al = 1 and y” = ympJ. (6) 
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A computation then gives that 
a44’ = c&-l. 
We have proved the following result: 
(7) 
LEMMA 13. We use here the notation of Lemma IO. Further, let 
Ii = (1, LY~,z~,%,(Y~), where Z(E)=(l) and LY~, i- 1,2,3,4 be as 
defined in (I) and (2). Then the group 1’ .= (1, LY~ , (Y* , =J , r4 , x, y, a) is a 
&subgroup of H and is uniquely determined by the Relations (1) to (7). 
The element OL~X is of order 8. A computation shows that oax has precisely 
32 conjugates in T = (E, x,y, a). Hcncc, j Cr(oga)l = 16 and C&CX+Y) = 
C~(CLJX) = (0~3~) x (a&). A further computation shows that the coset Ex 
has precisely 32 elements of order 8 and since all conjugates of 0~j.x in T 
must lie in the coset Ex, we have proved that there is precisely one conjugate 
class of elements of order 8 in H’ \ E. 
Again by a computation, the element ya of order 8 has precisely 16 
conjugates in TO - (E, ya) and the element ya%ad is not conjugate 
in T,, to ya. Hence yaxdcx, +H ya. Further, the element ya%oc, in TO has 
precisely 16 conjugates in I’,, . Since the coset Eya has precisely 32 elements 
of order 8 which are roots of z, and since all conjugates of ya and yacy,or,I 
in T,, must lie in the coset Eya, we have proved that there are precisely 
2 conjugate classes of elements of order 8 in H\ H’ which are roots of z. 
We have proved the following result: 
LEMMA 14. We use here the notation of Lemma 13. The group G has 
precisely 3 conjugate classes of elements of order 8 zsith the representatives 013~, ya 
and yacu+x, . Further, Cc(~ax) = CH(o[+x) = (aSx) x (all), 
:~rG((%&) = (%iX, 4, x, w%), Ww> -= (34 x (4, 
A;,(W)) = C&) = ha, x, vz , a), CC(yaapd) = (yacx& X (a,x) and 
N&(yaLu,cu,)) = (yaogaI , ‘Y~x, 1, y). The group G has no elements of order 16, 
and no element in If \ H’ is a square root of 2. Also, a and aoga,, are conjugate 
in G to z. 
5. TIIE ORDER FORMLXA OF J. G. THOMPSON 
We give here a result of J. G. Thompson which we shall need in the 
next section to compute the order of our simple group G. 
LEMMA 15. Suppose that K is a jinite group of even order which has 
precisely two conjugate classes of involutions with the representatives o and 7. 
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Fop any involution p in K, let a(p) denote the number of distinct ordered pairs 
(01, /3) such that OL~U, 8~7 and p = (@)i for some positive integer i. Then 
Proof. Let I be the set of all involutions in K, k = 1 K j, c = 1 C,(U), and 
d = i C,(T)~. Then (k/c) . (k/d) is the cardinality of J = {(a, /3) / LXRU, j32~). 
If (01, p) E J, then y = UP has even order, and so there exists a unique 
involutions p in I, such that p = (+I)” f or some positive integer i. For any 
involution p in I, let A(p) be the set of all ordered pairs (01, p) in J such 
that p E (a/3). The sets A(p), p EI partition J and so 
Clearly, &a(p) = (k/c) * a(u) -j- (k/d) * a(T) and the lemma is proved. 
6. THE ORDER OF G 
Throughout this section, we shall use the notation of Lemma 14. Since 
our group G has precisely two conjugate classes of involutions with the 
representatives x and z, we can use the order formula of J. G. Thompson 
(see Lemma 15). Put u = x and r = z in Lemma 15, then we have 
, G 1 = 2” . 3 * 5 . a(x) + 2G * 3” . 5 . a(x), (8) 
where a(x) and a(z) are as defined in Lemma 15. 
We shall first compute a(z). The integer a(z) is the number of distinct 
ordered pairs (N, /3), such that LY, /I E N = Cc(z), a~x, j3cz and (ap)i = x 
for some positive integer i. The group H - C,(z) has precisely 5 conjugate 
classes of involutions with the representatives a, alag, X, a and al. By 
Lemma 8, we have the following fusion in G 
Hence, we have 
x - al. 
a(z) = 1 H : C,(x)1 * al(x) + ! H : CH(aZ)’ . a&), (9) 
where al(z) is the number of distinct ordered pairs (x, e), such that e is 
an involution in N = Cc(z), e conjugate in G to z and (xe>i -;= x for some 
integer i. Similarly, a*(z) is the number of distinct ordered pairs (al, e), 
such that e is an involution in H, e conjugate in G to x and (aZe)f = z for 
some integer i. 
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We shall now compute al(z). Since no element in H \ H’ is a square root 
of z and x is conjugate in G to xz, we have by Lemma 14 that the only 
possibilities for i such that (xe)i = a and e is an involution in H conjugate 
in G to z are: i = 2 and i = 4. 
The case i = 2. In this case, e must be an involution in E. From the 
action of x on E (see (l), (2) and (3)), we compute that there are precisely 
4 involutions e in E such that (.re)a = z. Hence the number of possibil&s 
in this case is precisely 4. 
The case i = 4. In this case, we have to determine the number of distinct 
involutions e in II, e conjugate in C to z and (xe)” = z. By Lemma 8, either 
e E E or e E H \ H’. First suppose e E E, then by (l), (2), and (3), we compute 
that there are precisely 16 involutions in E with the required properties. 
Now suppose e is an involution in H \ H’. Since. x’py (see Lemma 14 for 
definition ofy), we shall compute the number of possibilities for the involution 
y instead of x. Hence, we have to determine the number of distinct involutions 
b in II\ H’, b conjugate in G to z and (~b)~ = z. Ry Lemma 14, the element 
ya has the property that (ya)’ = z and so a is one such involution with 
the required properties. Now let h E C,(y); then the involution ah has also 
the required properties. From the structure of C,(a) (see Lemma 6), we 
have that 1 C,(y) : CH((y, a>)1 = 16. H ence we have found 16 involutions 
of the form ah, h E C,(y) with the required properties. By Lemma 14, 
ya is not conjugate in H to yaap, and so the involution a%5(u4 is not one 
of the elements ah, h E C,(y). We know that aqx4 is conjugate to z in G. 
Then, using the same arguments as before, WC compute another 16 involutions 
all of the form (aa,p,)h with h’ E C,(y). Hence, we have altogether found 
32 involutions with the required properties. We shall now show that these 
are the only involutions with the required properties. Suppose that e is an 
involution in H\ N’ such that e is conjugate in G to z and (ye)’ = z. 
Then by Lemma 14, there exists an element h E fl such that 
(ye)” = ya or (ye)” = yacga, . 
First suppose that (ye)h = ya. Then y* E N,((ya)). From the structure 
of :V,((ya)) (see Lemma 14), and since x, al and ux lie in a single conjugate 
class, we have that 
yh = y, p = YZ, yh = yxa+J or yh = yx~l%k 
If yh = y, then eh = a and so e = ahe1 with h-l E C,(y). If yL = yz, 
then yhlOz = y and so ha,% E C,(y). Also, eh = az and so e = ulaly*h-’ 
with IapJrl E C,(y). In the remaining cases, we can show in a similar 
way that e = ah’ with h’ E C,(y). If (ye)h = yaa3a1, we can use the same 
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arguments as before to show that e = (acgc~)*’ with h’ E C,(y). Hence, 
we have proved that there are precisely 32 involutions e in H \ H’, all 
conjugate in G to z and such that (xe)” = z. Hence for the case i = 4, 
we have altogether 48 possibilities. Hence, we have proved the following 
result: 
LEMMA 16. The integer al(z) in (9) is equal to 52. 
We shall now compute a,(z) in (9). Here we have to compute the number 
of involutions e in H, e conjugate in G to z and such that (ale)j = z for 
some integer j. By Lemma 6 and the fact that no involution in S, \ A, 
can invert a group of order 5 in S, , we have that j = 2, 4 or 6. If j = 4, 
let e be an involution in H, such that e is conjugate to z in G and (aie)4 = z. 
By Lemma 14, we have that e E H \ H’. Let e = uu with u E H’. Since e 
is an involution, we have uuu = u-l. Also, ale = uluu = I-lu. Since 11 E H’, 
[u, I] = 1 and so (ale)’ = u4 = z. Hence u is an element of order 8 in 
H’ \ E. By Lemma 14, there exists an element h E Ii, such that uh = 0s~. 
Then uh E A;ri(<a,sx)), which contradicts Lemma 14. Hence the case j = 4 
is not possible. 
The case j = 2. Let E be an involution in H, such that e is conjugate 
in G to z and (ule)2 = z. By Lemma 14, we must have e E H \ H’. Then 
(ule)2 = (CZE)” *z = z. Hence (ae)2 = 1 and e E C,(a). From the structure 
of CH(u) (see Lemma 6), we compute that there are precisely 8 involutions e, 
e conjugate to z in G and (ale)? = z. 
The case j .= 6. Let e be an involution in II, e conjugate in G to z and 
(ule)‘j = z. Then e E 1-I \ H’ and so (ue)” = 1. Hence we have two possi- 
bilitk (QE)” = 1 or (ue)6 = 1. From the structure of C,,(u) and using 
arguments similar to the cast i = 4 in the computation of u,(z), we can 
show that there are precisely 48 involutions e in II, e conjugate in G to x 
and (ale)” = z. 
Hence, we have proved that u*(z) = 56. By Lemma 3, 1 CH(x)i = 26 
and by Lemma 6, / CH(al)/ = 2” . 3. Hence, we have by (9) that 
u(z) = 23 * 3 * 5 * 52 + 24 * 5 * 56 = 25 * 5. 67. We have proved: 
LEMMA 17. The integer u(z) in (8) is equal to 10720 = 2” * 5 * 67. 
The structure of the group C,(X) is uniquely determined. (See Lemma 1 I). 
We shall use here the notation of Lemma 11. Further, let y1 be an involution 
in A, \ B, and yz an involution in A, ‘1 B. Then the group C,(X) has 
precisely 7 conjugate classes of involutions with the representatives x, z, 
y1 , y2, xz, ylz, and y2z. We also have the following fusion in G: 
x “Yl -yp-X2-Jy2x and z “Y2. 
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Then using arguments similar to those used to determine a(z), we can 
show that a(x) = 1755. Hence by (8) and Lemma 17, 
1 G 1 = 2y a3 .5 . 1755 + 26 - 3s - 5 - 10720 
Remark. The following alternative argument can also be used to determine 
the order of G: The structure of C,(x) is completely determined by 
Lemma 11. Since the fusion of involutions (of C,(x)) in G is also determined, 
the integer u(x) in (9) must be unique. By Lemma 17, the integer u(z) is 
uniquely determined and u(z) = 10720. Hence, by (8), the order of G 
must be unique. However, the Higman-Sims simple group HI,,, satisfies the 
assumptions (i) and (ii) of our Theorem. Hence 1 G 1 = II,, = 44,352,OOO. 
With Lemma 12, we have proved the following result: 
LEMMA 18. The group G is a simple poup of order 44,352,OOO = 
2g.32.53.7. 11. 
With Lemma 18 and a result of D. Parrott and S. K. Wong [6j, our 
Theorem is proved. 
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